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1. About NanoV 
NanoV [1] is a VLSI design tool targeted for nanowire (NW) technology with built-in defect-aware steps 

since the defect levels in nanotechnologies are expected to be relatively high (between 1 to 10%). 

NanoV uses existing CAD tools, such as SIS [2] and VPR [3] for logic synthesis and initial placement, 

respectively. Then, the main program reads in synthesized circuit description and defect-free placement 

information along with an optional defect map. This step is followed by modifying placement 

incrementally to ensure logic functions can be realized by routing around the defects.  

PLEASE DO NOT REDISTRIBUTE NanoV in any other manner. It comes as-is with no warranties. 

2. Installation 
NanoV uses outputs of SIS, t-vpack (which is a part of VPR) and VPR. Therefore, installation of these 

programs is required before running Nanov. Please see the README files of each program for more 

detailed instructions. 

NOTE: These tools are tested under Linux Red Hat 9.0. 

The NanoV tool has been developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008. It is possible to compile by 

creating a new project and adding all “h” and “cpp” files to it. 

randomDefectMap is another program that can generate defect maps using uniform distribution. It also 

has been developed under Microsoft Visual Studio 2008.  

3. Running NanoV 
It is required to follow the steps explained below in given order to run NanoV. 

a) The first step is logic synthesis. Since NW-based crossbars are capable of implementing multiple 

output look-up tables (LUTs), we added a new functionality to SIS. The new function, called 

“xl_merge_n”, outputs a list of functions that can be merged. For a detailed explanation of this 

function, in “sis”, type “xl_merge_n” without any parameters. An example script, that reads in 

circuit description, runs synthesis, maps onto LUTs and uses “xl_merge_n” to find compatible 

pairs, is provided at “example/sis-script”. At the end of logic synthesis, the circuit description is 

converted into “blif” file format.  



b) Clustering is the step followed by logic synthesis. T-vpack program, which is part of VPR, reads in 

the synthesized circuit description and list of functions that are chosen to be merged in 

synthesis step. As a result, it generates a “net” file that will be used by placer. “example/t-

vpack.command” provides an example command prompt to use t-vpack. 

c) Placement is performed by VPR. At this step, it is assumed that there are no defects.  Hence, the 

output of VPR provides an initial solution to the defect-aware placement phase of NanoV. For an 

example of command line parameters, see “example/vpr.command”. 

d) (Optional) If there are defects, it is possible to generate this information using the defect map 

generator tool provided with NanoV distribution. This tool is designed to generate defect maps 

using a uniform distribution. It is possible to modify the source code to apply other distributions. 

On the other hand, following the format of the defect map file, it is possible to generate defect 

maps manually or any other programs (see “example/randomDefectMap.command” for an 

example). 

e) NanoV uses all files generated at previous steps and a parameter file. The parameter file (see 

“example/nanov-parameter.txt”) provides detailed information on the nanowire technology, 

such as width, pitch and maximum length of nanowires. These parameters are used to estimate 

the height and width of standard cells so that NanoV can build the architecture internally. In 

addition, estimated power and delay values of standard cells are also defined in the parameter 

file. These values are used to estimate the total power and critical path delay of the circuit. An 

example command line prompt is provided at “example/mainProgram.command”. 

4. Further information 
For more information, please refer to our paper [1]. 
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